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Writer spent much of his life in the industry
and created the first civilian hard hat.
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SEND BROKER NEWS TO Rick.Pullen@LeadersEdgeMagazine.com

nsurance folks: if you’ve ever wanted to be “Kafkaesque,” well, you
already are. Franz Kafka, one of the most influential German novelists
of the 20th century, (The Trial, The Metamorphosis, Amerika) didn’t just
have a fly-by career in insurance. He stuck with it for 14 years. As a young
lawyer, he joined Italian carrier Assicurazioni Generali, where he complained his 10-hour days gave him little time for his own writing.
He moved on to become chief legal secretary of the Worker’s Accident
Insurance Institute for the Kingdom of Bohemia (now the Czech Republic),
investigating industrial injuries and assessing compensation. He hated it; he
told friends it was shallow, tedious and distracting from his real life’s work.
He even tried to enlist in the army during WWI for a little excitement but was
needed where he was. He spent the war years as virtual CEO of the Institute.
Despite his protests, Kafka was diligent, generating ideas for
on-the-job safety, including the first civilian hard hat, and militating
for better health benefits for veterans. He produced the annual report
and proudly sent it to his friends.
Just last year, the Princeton University Press published Franz Kafka:
The Office Writings, a collection of essays, letters and articles composed
on his day job. These included “Fixed-Rate Insurance Premiums for
Small Farms Using Machinery,” “Accident Prevention in Quarries” and
“Measures for Preventing Accidents from Wood-Planing Machines.”
The book also includes three years worth of letters in which the
writer-bureaucrat complains about his pay and begs for compensation suitable to the effort he’s putting in. Nothing new there. But in
retrospect, it’s ironic that Kafka, who fought for workplace safety,
also ended up as a partner in an asbestos manufacturing plant.
He died of tuberculosis at age 41.
—Louise Lague
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Tabitha DeGirolano joins as
underwriter for insurance
agents professional liability.
>> Abby Daugherty, previously with Catlin, moves to
Arizona office as underwriting manager. >> George Boldarini moves from Victor O.
Schinnerer to become underwriter for A&E professional
liability program. www.allrisks.com
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Forms new relationship
with Zurich in North
America to sell niche acci-

dent and health products.
>> The Texas operations of
Colemont Insurance Brokers
are now AmWINS Brokerage
of Texas under leadership of
Todd Teitell. AmWINS and
Colemont offices in Dallas
combined late in 2010, and
the Houston offices will
move to a new location early
this year. www.amwins.com
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COO Andrew Appel resigns.
No plans to fill the position.
>> Aon Benfield appoints
Maggie Westdale global

COO, based in Chicago. She
remains CFO as well. >>
Aon Risk Solutions consolidates energy risk engineering assets worldwide to form
new unit, Aon Energy Risk
Engineering, which will
fall under Aon Global Risk
Consulting. That includes
Risk Reliability and Systems
Engineering (RRS/Schirmer)
and Hydrocarbon Risk Consultants. Range of services
includes process safety, risk
assessment, industrial fire
protection, underwriting
reports, and insurance valu-
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U.S. P-C RATES DROPPED another 5% in November, year over year, after a 4% decline in
October. General liability’s 6% fall was the largest. Property went down 5%. Accounts from
$250,000 to $1 million saw a 6% decline, reflecting aggressive competition as insurers tried
to take advantage of profitability offered in the middle and larger markets.—MarketScout
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